The Power of Conversation
Advanced Mentor Skills
What

Programme Detail

A virtual programme for leaders and mentors who want to lead
more powerful conversations and help people do their best
thinking. Three x 90 minute interactive modules.

Module 1
Me as a Mentor
– Reflecting on the mentor you are
– Looking at the mentor you want to become
– Listening, empathy and the vital role of being present
– Creative tools to refresh and deepen
your conversational skills

Why
Whether you are already a mentor, a leader or an aspiring
mentor, taking part in this programme will help you deepen
your skills in dialogue and grow your Conversational Wisdom®
to lead powerful and inspiring conversations.
You will:
– Reflect on and develop your own mentoring/
leadership conversational skills
– Grow the art and science of helping
others do their best thinking
– Practice and take away practical techniques

How
This highly interactive, virtual programme offers a blend of
input, pair and small group work, conversational practice and
individual action planning.
Working in a small group of up to 12 enables high levels of
psychological safety, confidentiality and space for exploration,
feedback and practice. Facilitated by our highly experienced
mentoring experts with 20+ years’ experience of supporting
mentoring programmes. Delivered using Zoom, enhanced by
Mural, and supported by our e-manual.

Impact
– Strengthen conversational skills to help
others do their best quality thinking
– Greater confidence to have authentic
and courageous conversations
– Understanding how to use conversations to build trust,
develop stronger relationships and greater collaboration
– Increased awareness of how behaviour
influences the quality of conversations
– Tools required to hold challenging
conversations with skill and impact

Module 2
Conversational Wisdom®
– Growing your own and nurturing your
mentee’s Conversational Wisdom®
– Creating best quality conversational environments
– Our world view: mindset, behaviours and results
– Dialogue as a change lever
Module 3
Further techniques to support thinking
– Visions and goals
– Barriers, blockers and courageous conversations
– Mapping emotional landscapes and supporting wellbeing
– Continuing your mentoring

When
10 June, 24 June & 8 July 2021
12-1.30pm

Pricing/Value
Corporate funded fee £390 +vat
Individually funded fee £270 +vat
10% discount for Kerning the Gap mentors or mentees

Booking
To book or for further information please email Emily:
info@theconversationspace.com
or call 07880 6568287

“The Kerning the Gap mentoring scheme, which has now helped hundreds of women
to drive forwards in their careers, simply wouldn’t exist without the generosity and
straight up excellence of the team at The Conversation Space. Their passion for
mentoring is unparalleled, and feedback from participants always excellent.”
Nat Maher, Kerning the Gap Founder

